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Abstract. For any natural number n, a finitely generated group G has only a finite
number, say aC

n , of normal subgroups of index n. The normal subgroup zeta function of
G is defined to be the Dirichlet series whose n-th coefficient is aC

n .
The aim of this talk is to be an introduction to the computation of normal subgroup

zeta functions of torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent groups. Similar to the Riemann
zeta function, these zeta functions have particularly nice properties. They have an Euler
product decomposition to local factors indexed by primes, which are rational functions.
Those local factors, in some cases, satisfy a functional equation. When possible, the use
of a computer to explicitly compute the local factors and check for a functional equation,
helps in motivating conjectures.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a finitely generated group. For any natural number n, the group G has only a
finite number of subgroups of index n. In their seminal paper, Gruneweld, Segal and Smith
[1] start with this nice observation and use it to associate with G the Dirichlet series in the
complex variable s,

ζG(s) =
∞∑
n=1

ann
−s

where an is the number of subgroups of G of index n. This series is the subgroup zeta
function of G. The zeta function ζG can be seen as a non-commutative generalization of
the Dedekind zeta function, which sums in a similar way the norm of the ideals in the ring
of integers of a number field. The paper [1] and work by others have sprouted the research
area of subgroup growth, as described in the manuscripts [2, 3] dedicated to the study of
zeta functions of groups and rings.

While it is natural to count all subgroups (of finite index) in G, in the research area of
subgroup growth a few other types of zeta functions are studied. The main object of this
talk is one type already defined in [1]: the normal subgroup zeta function of the group G,
defined to be

ζCG(s) =
∞∑
n=1

aCnn
−s

where aCn is the number of normal subgroups of index n of G.
This talk will focus on computing normal subgroup zeta functions of torsion-free finitely

generated nilpotent groups, or T -groups for short. Computing explicit examples of the zeta
functions is usually difficult, and we are able to do that in certain cases using the SageMath
mathematics software system [4].
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Let G be a T -group. The function ζCG retains several of the nice properties of the Riemann
zeta function, such as a decomposition into an Euler product of local factors:

ζCG(s) =
∏
p

ζCG,p(s)

where the product is a formal product over all prime numbers and the factors

ζCG,p(s) =

∞∑
k=0

aCpkp
−ks

are the local zeta functions which enumerate only normal subgroups of G of p-power index.
By [1, Theorem 1] these local factors are rational functions over Z.

2. Higher Heisenberg groups over rings of integers

Definition 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring. For an integer m ≥ 1 we define the higher
Heisenberg group of rank m over R to be

Hm(R) =


1 ā c

Im b̄t

1

 : ā, b̄ ∈ Rm, c ∈ R

 ⊂ SLm+2(R)

where the matrix Im is the m×m identity matrix.

For example H1(Z) is the well-known discrete Heisenberg group. In general, Hm(R) is
a centrally amalgamated direct product of m copies of the Heisenberg group over R. Let
K be a number field and let O be its ring of integers. By sections 4 and 5 of [1] we can
show a stronger form of the rationality of the local factors. There are a finite number of
rational functionsW1, . . . ,Wr of two variables over Q such that for any prime p, there exists
j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that ζCHm(O),p = Wj(p, p

−s). The rational functions W1, . . . ,Wr only
depend on the decomposition of the ideal pO in O.

Grunewald, Segal and Smith [1] calculated the local factors ζCH1(O),p when K is a qua-
dratic number field for any prime, and when K is a cubic number field for primes of some
decomposition types. Results for H1(O) for arbitrary number fields were achieved by Schein
and Voll [5, 6]. Their methods have many combinatorial aspects, and explicitly show the
functional equation satisfied by a local factor. Using their methods and techniques allows
us to calculate the local factors ζCHm(O),p for totally split primes in O and any m.

In many cases the local factors ζCG,p satisfy a functional equation upon inversion of the
prime, of the form (cf. [3, Chapter 4]).

ζCG,p(s)
∣∣
p→p−1 = (−1)cpb−asζCG,p(s)

for some natural numbers c, a and b. We call (−1)cpb−as the symmetry factor of the
functional equation. Recall that a T -group G has Hirsch length k if the maximal number
of infinite cyclic factors Gi/Gi−1 in any normal series 1 = G0 C G1 C . . . C Gn = G is k.
Voll [7, Theorem C] proved that for any T -group G of nilpotency class 2 (i.e. the derived
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subgroup G′ is abelian) of Hirsch length k such that G/Z(G) has torsion-free rank d, for all
but finitely many primes p,

ζCG,p(s)
∣∣
p→p−1 = (−1)kp(

k
2)−(d+k)sζCG,p(s).

The higher Heisenberg groups Hm(O) are of nilpotency class 2. Explicit computation in
SageMath [4], as part of the author’s M.Sc. thesis, of the local factors ζCHm(O),p for totally
split primes used results such as the one above to test the correctness of the program.
Examples computed in a computer algebra system can provide data in the study of the
structure of the local factors. For non-split primes in H1(O), implementing a formula of
Schein and Voll [6], we were able to check that the local factors are given in lowest terms
(admit no cancellation) for number fields K of degree [K : Q] ≤ 10.

In another example, the local factor ζCH1(O),p for quartic fields and totally split p, was
originally computed by Woodward and its numerator takes an entire page of the appendix of
[3]. The methods of Schein and Voll [5] used a different method to compute it. The computer
program implementing their method enables to quickly see that the two computations give
the same result. Again, one can invert p and see that the symmetry factor match the
expected theoretical results of Voll.
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